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!THE SHEARING RIGIDITY OF CURVED PANELS UNDER COMPRESSION

By l?. J. Hoff and Bruno A, Boley

SUMMARY

Experiments were carried OUt at Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn Aeronautical Laboratories in ~rder to deter-rnino the
shearing rigidity of curved panels under compression, partic-
ularly in that region of loading where the panels are in a
buckled state. 3’~r the preliminary tests fotir, and for the”-
final test series eight, circular cylinders w“ere %fiilt of
aluminum alloy sheet. The cylinders were rein~or”ced with a
nunber of stringers and rings. ‘I!hetests were made by meas-
uring the angle of twist of the cylinder caused by known
amounts of torque while the cylinder was subjected to uniform
axial compression.

It wae found that the shearing rigidity decreases with
* increasing compression, and the lowest value measured was

about one-tenth of the original value. The results of the
investigation a,re presented graphically and %y means of ah

. approximate empirical formula. Use iS made of the n~nd-imen-
sicnal parameters c /ccr and r/d, where ~ is the axial

compressive strain In the stringers,
e cr its value when the

panel buckles, r the radius of the cylinder, and d the
stringer spacing measured along the oircumferenoe. In the
experiments the value of ~ /~cr varied appr~ximately from
O t~ 15, that of r/d from 1 to 2.5.

INTRODUCTION

.-

rl While two other. research projects were being carried out.
at P~lytechnic Institute of Brooklyn Aeronautical Laboratories
it was found that it w~uld he desiratile to investigate the

* variation with increasing compressive stress of the shearing*
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rigidfty of curved panels which are in a buckled state be-
cause of the compression. One of these projects dealt with
the calculation of the stress distribution in monocoque oyl-
inders (reference 1). Because of the lack of data on the
shearing rigidity the calculations had to be restricted to
cases of loading in which the panels were in a non-buckled
state and thus a comparison with test results (reference 2)
was possible only for low load conditions.

The other researoh project was a theoretical investiga-
tion of the general instability of monocoque cylinders in
pure bending. In the abeence of experimental data the theory
of the inward bulge type general instability was developed in
reference 3 on the basis of an assumed variation of the ap-
parent shearing rigidity of the panels along the circum-
ference of the monocoque cylinder, It is desirable to replace
this assumption by data derived from experiment and to extend
the applicability of the numerical procedures mentioned to
cases of loading In which some of or all the panels are in a -
buckled state. The effective shear modulus values should
also ‘be useful in othor calculations of the stress distribu-
tion, for instance, in shear lqg analyses by Paul Kuhnts
method (references 4 and 5),

The experimental investigation described In this report
was undertaken in order to furnish these data.

It is believed that the simplest method by whioh uni-
formly distributed shearing stresses can be applied to thin
sheet consists in twisting a cylinder made of thin sheet. If
the cylinder is circular, and the stringers are attached to
its oircumfersnce at uniform intervals, plane sections before
torsion remain plane during the lbading and no warping mo-
ments are introduced by the end fixtures,

In the preliminary experiments. four ~nd in the final
series eight reinforced monocoque cylinders were tested by
applying first a uniformly dist,ributod axial c~mpressive
force and then measuring the angle of. twist ,of the cylinder -
under a simultaneously applied torque. The effective shear
modulus ‘eff was defined as the value that makes Bredt’s

formula valid even though the panels are in a btickled state
because of the compression,

In reference 6 it was suggested that the apparent or
effective shearing rigidity would depend on the ratio of com-
pressive stress to critical compressive stress and on the

*
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difference between the chord length and the arc length of the
b non-buc~led panel. The two parameters c /Cor ana r/d used

in this report re~resent these quantities in a nondimensional
form.~

The preliminary work was carried out by Albert J. Cullen,
and the final investigation by the junior author. The former
was assisted by Edgar B. Beck and the latter hy Joseph D.
Windischmann. The project was under the direction of the
senior author. It wae sponsored by, and conducted with fi-
nancial assistance from, the National Advisory Conmittee for
Aeronautics.

.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a

A

c

d

D

R

E

x’
u Cy

G

Go

‘eff

I

1P

k

w
.

K

side length of a square section

area enclosed by the circumference of the cylinder

geometric factor in torsional rigidity”GC

width of panel measured along the circumference

diameter of cylinder

Young!s modulus

yield-point stress .,

shear modulue
,,

shear modulus of cylinder at zero compressive load

effective shear modulus

moment of inertia

polar moment of inertia

nondimensional coefficient used in the formula for the
buckling strain of a flat panel

= LS/4Aat

length of cylinder
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number of stringers “’

= o.0275(n + 1)

axial compressive force

fcsrce

radius of cylinder

circumference of cylinder

thicknees of sheet covering

torque

effective width of flat panel

effective width of curved panel

normal strain

buckling strain of panel

buckling strain of non-reinforced circular cylinder
under uniform axial compression

buckling strain of flat panel under uniform coEl-
preseion

axial compressive strain in the stringers

angle of twist

harmonic mean of angles of twist measured in the
upper and lower helves of the cylinder

Subscripts

L lower

u upper
●

✎

,
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DESCRIPTION C)F TESTS

Final Series

8

a

One of the test cylinders of the final series is shown
in figure 1. It has a diameter of 16 inches and is made ~f
0.012-inch thick ..24S-T Alclad sheet. Its reinforcement
ccnsists of 4 rings and 12 equidistant stringers made ~f
3/8- by 3/8-inch square section 245-T aluminum alloy bars.
For the convenience of manufacture the rings are arran~ed
outside and the stringers inside the cylindrical sheet to
which they are attached by l/8-inch diameter A17S-T aluminum
alloy round-head rivets.

The characteristics of the various test speoimens are
listed in talle 1. The cylinders of the final series were
numbered from 26 to 33. The number of stringers varied from
6 to 16. The ring spacing was 4.5 inches except in cylinder
32 where it was 2.57 inches. In cylinder 31 the rivets at-
taching the rings tc the sheet were ~mltted and in cylinder
33 they wsre replaced by sorews. The sheet of cylinder 33
was of spring temper brass of the following nominal composi-
tion: 72 percent copper and 28 percent zinc. Its th~cknees
was 0.0055 inch.

Two steel one-pisae end rings and one steel twO-Piece
middle ring served the purpose ~f introducing and distrib-
uting the external loads. The stringers were attached to
the rings by grip fittings of the type described in reference
2. In addition, either 12 or 16 grip fittings af a differ-
ent kind were used ta attach the sheet to each ring, and the
inside of the rings was knurled in order to prevent slippage.
Detailsrof the attachment are shown in figure 2.. . .,1..

The compressive load” was applied by means ~f a 200,000-
paund lever type Riehle Bros. Universal testing machine (fig.
3). Between testing machine and end ring a hard rubber ring
end a steel plate, each 1/2 inch thick, were inserted- The -
uniformity of the str~ss distribution was checked by measur-
ing the strain in both the upper and the lower half of each
cylinder in all the stringers., and in addition in the sheet
of two cylinders. The measurements were made by means of
metaleetric strain gages. The accuracy of the load measure-
ment is better than *15 pounds on the Riehle machine; while
the maximum error in’the strain measurements is ab~ut
*1 x 10-5.

5
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The torque was applied by means of six llnks attached
at one end to the steel rings, and at the ~ther end to a
loading frame which rests on ball bearings as shown in the
drawing of figure 4. Details of the torque loading device a
are also visible in figures 2 and 3. In the original setup
the torque was applied by tightening the nuts at the ends of
the middle links. On one middle link the nut was arranged
Inside the frame so that tightening It caused a compressive
force in the link. (See fig. 3.) On the other middle link
the nut was outside the frame. Consequently, tightening It
caused a tensile force in the link. The forces in the links
were measured by metalectric strain gages. Nhen cylinder 26
was tested, strain gages were cemented only t~ the tension
links - that is, to the tension middle link, and to the upper
and lower links on the side where the middle link was in com-
pression.

In all the other tests the strain was measured in all
the links. From cylinder 30 on, threade and nuts were pro-
vided on all the six links in order to insure a more accurate
load application, The l~ad links were calibrated on a
30,000-pound lever type Riehle Eros, Universal testing ma-
chine. The accuracy of the individual load link readings in
the final arrangement was as follows:

Link (lb)

The relative rotation of middle and end rtngs was meas-
ured by Ames dial gages having l/1000-inch subdivisions.
They were attached to the middle ring and their plungers
rested on aluminum alloy brackets fastened to the end rings.
The accuracy of the measurement of the angle of twist was
about %.00002 radian,

n

—

The testing procedure was as follows: The cylinder was
rigged up in the testing machine. The nuts on the load links
were tightened and load link readings were made. The nuts
were adjusted on the load links until an application of

b
.

torque was obtained which was considered sufficiently uniform -
and free of bending. The angle of twise was rec~rded. The _ k

6
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forces in the load links were then increased in five stages
b and the procedure of adjusting and reading was repeated at

each stage. The angle of twist was plotted against the tora.ue.

U The” torque was removed and compression applied by lower-
ing the l~ading head ~f the testing machine. The strain was
measured in’ all ‘the stringers in both the upper and the lower
bands. The c~mpressive strain was adjusted by shimming untiZ
a sufficiently uniform strain distribution was obtained.
Torque was applied and the angle of twist measured as de-
scribed in the no-compressive-load ease. The stringer strain
readings were repeated when the maximum torque was acting
upon the cylinder. —

With each cylinder the angle of twist versus torque curve
was established for from 6 to 12 compressive loads. A com-
plete test took from 2 t~ 3 days. ‘#ith a few cylinders the
uniformity cf the distributi~n of compressive strain deteri-
orated considerably in the course .~f the test. These cylin-
ders were re-shimmed at a low load.

The strains in the sheet were masured in cylinders 27
and 29 by means of pairs of metalectric strain rosettes.
cemented back to back on opposite sides of the sheet.

Preliminary Tests
.

Tcrsion tests were also carried out with cylinders 7, 8,
and 10 of the series used for the general instability tests

a of reference 7. These cylfnders had a diameter of 20 inches.
Cylinders 7 and 8 were of ().020-inch thick 24S-T aluminum
alloy sheet and cylinder 10 was of 0.012-inch thick Alclad
sheet.

The cylinders were fastened to the bending test rig de-
scribed in detail in referenoe 7, and the compressive force-
was applied by tightening the nut on the compressive laad
bar .

The application of the torque iS shown in the sketch of
figure 5 and the photograph of figure 6. In the former, A
is an interlined pair of frames between the two units of

* which a mechanical jack is inserted. When the jack is.
turned, the movable unit is forced downward and exerts a
downward pull upoq lever B-B to the midpoint of which it is’

● attached by a pin. One end of lever B-B is linked to one
end of lever C-C, while the other ends of the levers are
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connected by cable D passing over sheave E. The sheave can
rotate adound a pin attached to bent P, while lever C-O
forms part of loading head G which is rigidly connected to
the monocoque test cylinder. The leverage is so constructed
that the downward pull at one end of lever C-C 5.s equal to
the upward pull at the other end when the jack is cranked.
The forces are measured by means of metalectric strain gages
cemented to the calibrated lea@,-&inks Ii. Consequently, a
pure toraue can be transmitted to the test specimen, and it
can be measured accurately. The weight of the loading head
with its attachments iS balanced by counterweight J.

The angle of twiet was measured by means of two Ames
dial gages graduated 0.001 inch which were rigidly attached
to the load end of the monocoque test cylinder. The Ames
gages were 40 inchee apart and were arranged symmetrically
to the center of the cylinder. Their ~lungers bore against
rigid aluminum alloy bars extending from the fixed end of
the monocoque.

Before the cylinders were tested to destruction in the
general instability experiments described in reference ,’7,
they were subjected to different compressive loa~s. At each
stage ~f compression the strain distribution around t’he cir-
cumference wae determined. Increasing amounts of torque
were then applied to the cylinder and the corresponding an-
gles of twist were rec~rded. With cylin~ers 7 and 8 torsion
tests were carried out at 3, with cylinder 10 at 6 different
values of the compressive load,

Because of limitations of the compression loading device
in theee preliminary tests, the greatest compressive load ap-
aplied was only about five timee that under which the sheet
covering buckled. A new test rig was developed, therefore,
and used in testing cylinder 15. This cylinder was very

similar t~ the cylinders of the final series, but th-e rectan-
gular croes section of its reinf%wcing rings was 1/8 by 3/8
inch. Compression was applied t~%he cylinder in the
200,000-pound Riehle Bros. testing machine and the torque WttS
transmitted to the middle ring by means of weights, levers,
eheavee , and cables. (See fig. 7.) This teet arrangement
was abandoned for the test rig described in connection with
the final series %ecause it had the following drawbacks: (1)
The reactions of the applied torque had to be resisted by the
Riehle testing machine. It wae not consid.eied permissible to
load the testing machine in such a manner when it turned out”
that the desirable amount of tor”que-was greater than

—

u
,.

El
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anticipated. (2) !i!heloading head underwent a rotation be-
* cause of the torque transmitted to it. Consequently, the

lower half of the cylinder carried considerably more torque .
than the upper half-. (3) The appl~cation

u inconvenient . (4) The force measurement
ly reli8ble.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Of the weights was
was hot sufficient-

Uniformity of Compressive Strain

Typical compressive strain distribution curves are shown
in figures 8 and 9. In the former are plotted the strains
measured in the six stringers and in the middle of the panels
of band B of cylinder 29. It may be seen that under a corn- – .._
pressive load of 5100 pounds the strain in the sheet is prac-
tically the same as that in the stringers. Under a compres-
sive load P = 10,025 pounds the strain in the sheet is
slightly less than that in the stringers; while under
P = 15,000 pounds the strain in the sheet is little higher
than its value under 10,025 pounds. From 15,000 pound& on; - ‘“
the strain in the sheet decreases slightly and the increase
in the compressive load is entirely taken by the stringers.
Because of the small deviations in the values it was not
practicable to plot the sheet strain at loads higher than
15,000 pounds.

-—
.

While the uniformity of the strain distribution is bet-
ter than averagg on figure 8,. it is worse than average on
figure 9. The latter shows the values obtained with cylinder
33.

The variation of average strain in stringers and sheet
with compressive load is presented in figure 10. A theoreti-
cal curve is also shown which was calculated from the
formulas :

n
.

where

2W t =2W+(C ~urved/Estr)(d - 2W) (1)

(2)

9’
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2Wt effective width of a curved panel

21# effective width of a flat panel of equal width

c str strain in the stringer

e flat buckling strain of the flat panel of equal width

buckling strain of a cylinder of equal curvaturec ourved

d developed width of the curved panel

~quations 1 and 2 are identical with two equations given by
Ebner in reference 8; page 26, except f~r the eymbols usetl.
The buckling strain of the flat panel was determined from the
equaticn

c flat = k(t/cl)2 (3)

where t is the thickness cf tho sheit, “and ihe-vlilue of the
nondimensional coefficient k was taken from the literature
on the basis sf considerations given in the next article. In
the case of figure 10 (cylinder 29) k was takei as 11.3,
while was calculated from the experimental crttf.- .

e curved
cal strain of 3.3 x 10-4 by means ~f equation (4). The
variation of Y~ungls modulus with compressive strain was tak-
en from reference 9. The agreement between the theoretical
and the experimental curves is good.

Buckling of the Panels

Generally, buckling did not occur at the same time in
all the panels of the cylinder. In table 2 the buokling
strain corresponds to that state of loading in which a great
number of the panels paesed from the non-buckled state into
the buckled state.

The theoretical buckling strain was calculate from
Redshawls formula:

In this equation the value of
E flat was determined from

10

(4)

*

b

.

.

#
.)
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equation (3). The value of k was taken as the arithmetic
b mean of the values corresponding to four simply supported

edges (p. 309 of reference 10) and four rigidly clamPe~_ e~~es
(p. 323 of referenoe 10). The buckling strain c curved

d the circular cylinder of equal radius was computed from
Donnellfs formula:

~ curved = 0.6 (t/r) 1’ - 1.7 x 10-7 (r/t)a (5)
I.+ 0.004 (a/FCy)

It may be seen from table 2 that the theoretical buck-
ling strain is consistently higher than the experimental
buckling strain. It is believed that the discrepancy is due
to the deviation of the actual shape of the cylinder before
loading from the true cylindrical shape. It was observed
that because of initial stresses set up during the manufac-
turing process the panels showed a tendency to pull flat at
some distanoe from the reinforcing rings, In three cylindere
the flattening was measured by means of a Geneva Lens Meas-
ure. The results of the measurements for a typical panel
are shown in figure 11.

Distribution of Shear Strain

.
The shear strain distribution was determined from the

metalectrio equilateral strain rosette readings made with
cylinders 27 and 29. Figure 12 presents the distribution in

●

cylihder 29 when there is no compressive load. When the CoEl-
pressive load is high enough to cause the panels to buckle,
the variation of the” strain within the area covered by the
rosette makes the readings unreliable.

., .,,

Calculation of the Effective Shear Modulus

The shear.modylus was calculated from the’measured values
of torque and angle ~f twist %Y Bredtts formula:,.

●

✎✍

where

‘T= (LST]/(4AaGt) (6)

“

.,
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P angle of twist

L length of the oylinder

s length of the circumference of the cylinder

A area enclosed by the median ltne ~f its wall

G shear modulus

t wall thickness

If the subscript U Is used to denote the upper half
sf the test specimen, the shear modulus beoomes on the basis
of the, test results ~btained with the upper half

. ..

Gu = K(TU/CPU)

where

K= (LS)/ (4A%)

In a similar manner the lower half Of the test cylinder
yields

GL = K(TL/PL)

Tne average of the two values of the shear modulus is

Geff = (1/2)(~ + GL) = (K/2)[(Tu/cPu) + (TL/qL)l

Since in the tests the difference between Tu and TL

“(7)

(8)

(9)

wa8

s

G

.

.

of the same order of nagnitude as the accura~y of the load
link measurements, the value of Geff was calculated on the

assumption that TU = TL = (T/2). In this case

.

12
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where T is the total. applisd, tc.rqus.. ,

The applied torque was calculated from the readings ~f
the middls Iin.ks (links 2 “and 5.).and’w:as plo,tted against.
the average angle of ,tWist,q ~~an defined-as

-.
. .

.,. . .

P mean = I/[(l/WII) “+,(1/.~Li] ‘- (Ii)

,.

Figure 13 is a typical example of such a plot. The slope of ‘-
the straight line multiplied by K/4 yields ths shear modu-
lus in accordance with equation (10). Whenever the experi-
mental points did not fall on a straight line, the best
fitt3.ng straight line was calculated by the method of moments
presented in reference 11.

The appendix shows that the torsional and bending r~gid-
ities of the individual stringgrs, as well as the rigid fixa-
tion of their ends t~ the end rings, contribute li~%le to the

——

tors~onal rigidity of t’he entire oylinder. Consequ~ntly, it
‘is.permissible to calculate ‘eff according ta the procedure

outlined alove in which the torsional rigidity of the -
stringers is neglected. More?ver, it was established expe&i”-

.mentmlly that deviations in the distribution of forces in the
., load links from the required pattern, which result in “the ap-

plication of bending moments simultaneously with the torque,
have a “negligible effect upon the angle of twist.

.
--== ——

,,
“ The Shear Rigidity versus Compressive Strain Curves

For each cylinder tested the values o’f ‘eff were plot-

ted against ,the compressive strain. Figures 14 ts 21 present
these curves for the cylinders of the final test series. The
curves obtained in the first three preliminary tests (cylin-
ders 7,.8, and 10) are. shown in figure 22, while the curv~ -
corresponding to the fourth preliminary te$t (cylinder 15) iS

presented in figure 23. -—..

The. scatter of the experimental p~ini&”about the smooth
●

. curves, is attributed to incidental details of the buckled.,
shape of the panels. ..

..—
.

13
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Nondimensional Shear Rigidity Curves

In figure 24 the ratio of Geff to 3.9 x 106 psi is
plotted against the ratio of the compressive strain to the
buckling strain of the panels f~r each of the cylinders of
the final series. The buckling strain used in plotting these
curves was the experimental critical strain listed in table
2. The following observations may be made in connection with
figure 24:

1, The shear modulus ratio decreases with increasing
compressive strain ratio and seems to approach a horizontal
asymptote.

2, In the regio~ 0<</ ecr<3 no systematic variati~n

of Geff/Go can be o%served with the number of stringers.

It is noted that investigations of the ‘Aluminum Company of
America showed random variations of Youngis modulus of Alclad
in the region from zerb to ‘about 12,000 psi compressive
stress as published in reference 9.

3. In the region C/C~r~3 the shear modulus decreases

with decreasing number of stringers.

4. The points corresponding to cylinders 26 and 30, built
in the same manner with 16 stringers, follow closely the same
curve. The agreeaent is almost as good in the case of cylin-
ders 27, 31, and 32. These three cylinders had 12 stringers
and differsnt arrangements of the reinforcing rings. Because
of these differences the buckling stress of the panels and
the ‘eff versus c curves in figures 15, 19, and 20 differ

considerably. At the sane compressive load the value of ‘eff

is smallest for the cylinder in which the rings are not riv-
eted to the sheet and largest for the cylinder with the
closely spaced rings, However, when the experimental results
are plotted in a nondimensional form as in figure 24, the
points corresponding to the three cylinders follow reasonably
closely one single curve.

5. In the first two preliminary tests the maxinum E /C cr

ratio reached was 1.4, in the third preliminary test it was 5,
and in the fourth 6.5, The experimental points corresponding
to these tests are not included in figure 24. They show the
same general trend as the points of the final series, but
their inclusion would increase the ecatter.

.

.

,
.

b

!“

14
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. .
Cylinder 33

.

.

r

+

Cylinder’ 33 was built in order to extend the range Of,
investigations to higher values of c /e cr. Since no hard

aluminum sheet thinner than 0.012 inch could be had, spring
te~per brass of a nominal thickness of 0.005 inch was used.
Because of the small thickness of the sheet and the small
width of the bands from which the cylinder had to be fabri-
cated, the sheet covering of the cylinder was partially
wrinkled even before loads were applied. Figure 25 is a
photograph of cylinder 33 taken when the compressive force
was about 23,000 pounds.

,,
In order to get rid of the wrinkles application of an

axial tensile load would be required. Since the state of
strain under this tensile load corresponds to the state of
strain at buckling, an effective strain may b:e d,efi.ned for
cylinder 33 as the measured strain augmented b“y the tensile
strain and by the theoretical critical strain, all taken
with their absolute values. In other words,’ when” {he ekpe”ri-
n’ental points shown in figure 21 are replotted. i.~ the nondi-
mensional graph of figure 24, they should be shfftedto, the
right, by an amount corresponding to the sum of the abso~ute ““
values of the tensile strain.referred to above and” the cr~t-
fcal strain. On the other hand, the vqlue of the former ‘is
nit:knowii. The curve representing cylinder 33, in:figure 24
was therefore shifted arbitrarily until :it fitted in-to the
general pattern of the ftgure.

It iS admitted that this procedure is rather arbitrary
and thus the numerical values of the points corresponding to
cylinder 33. in figure 24 are not reliable.., I?e-ver-theless, the
curve is ‘s”hahn in the figure since it p.rov,es that t-he eff~ec;
tive shear iigidity ceases to decrease even when th’e num~’er” .
of stringers is as low as .6 if only the- strain” is: inc~reased
sufficiently;’

.“, ... .. .,.*,’:
In the cal”culat$on of the strain ratios the. theoret’ioa~ ‘

critical stra~h,,wag.used in place of the’:exp~rim’en%q~ .Qr?*.-’i.
ical strain heca+se the latter:was qQ$ known.~ Tim th?.gr.?.~i.-.
cal value WQS fbynd to be 3.28 x,10-4., when.. b =,0.0055’ifibh”,.
and E = 13.09 X 106 psi were used in Redshavls formula
(equation (4)), The value of Young~s modulus was taken from
reference 12. A tensile test made-with
sheet to which metalectric strain gages
the handbook value within 3,9 percent.

a strip of the brass
were cemented checked
In the computation of

15
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the shear modulus ratio Go = 5.12 X 106 psi was used. This

was also taken from reference 12.

Presentation of the Results

The following empirical formula is suggested as a repre-
sentation of the variation of the effective shear modulus
with compressive strain:

‘eff -N(C/Cor)+N
=(l=N)e .

~
(12)

N = 0,Q275[(2nr/”d) + 1] (12a)

The four curves shown in figure 26 were calculated from
this fornula for the values n = (2nr/d)= 6, 8, 12, and 16.
Comparison of figures 24 and 26 discloses good general agree-
ment for values of c /c == greater than 3, except that the

formula gives higher values for ‘/Geff than those shown in

figure 24 when n = 6 and c/ccr is large. This deviation

is intentional, since no full credence should be given to the
values obtained with cylinder 33. In the region where c /6 ~r

is less than 3 the indicental variations of the experimental
curves caused by the unpredictable behavior of Alclad are not
followed by the empirical formula.

Failure of the Cylinders

All the cylinders of the final test series failed in
buckling of the panel type. Figure 27 shows cylinder 27 aft-
er its stringers buckled in the top and bottom panels. The
failing loads and failing strains are listed in table 3.

The failure of the first three preliminary test cylin-
ders was not due to compression but rather to bending as de-
scribed in reference 7. The fourth preliminary test cylinder
failed in general instability of the inward bulge type under
a load of 44,500 pounds. !l?hebulge involved 3 stringers and

.

.
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2 rings. The buckled cylinder is shown in figure 28. The
greatest measured compressive load was 45,500 poundsh which

* corresponded to an average strain of about 18 X 10- . The
maximum strain measured in the stringer at the Cid.dle of t?e..
bulge was 20.9 X 10-4. The greatest strain measured in the

. monocoque was 23.7 x 10-4. It was obtained in a stringer
at 90° from the middle of the bulge when the total compres-
sive load was 44,150 pounds.

It is interesting to compare the average strain observed
at buckling with the critical strain predicted by the thecry
of general instability in pure handing. Such a comparison
was carried out with the aid of the fornulas developed in
reference 13. It was found that the use of n = 2.21 in the
buckling formula resulted in agreement between observed and
calculated critical strain. With this value of n the in-
ward bulge would extend over 4 to 5 rings and 8 stringers ac-
cording to the theory valid for pure bending.

Obviously, the theory discussed in reference 12 does not
hold in the case of pure compression.J__ Neve.rthelpss, it IS

worthwhile tc know that the value of n must be chosen con-
siderably smaller than in the case of pure bending if it is
applied to the case of pure oo~pression in order to obtain a
rcugh approximation. This result might be anticipated be-
cause of the absence of the support contributed by the tensio”n
side of the cylinder in the case of pure bending.

.

CONCLUSIONS

.

The shearing rigidity of a circular cylindrical panel
decreases when increasing amounts of compressive loads are
applied to the panel in the axial direction. In many calcu-
lations it is convenient to take this decreased rigidity into
account by the use of an effective shear modulus ‘eff- The

results of tests carried out with reinforced monocoa-ue cylin-
ders made of Alclad sheet are shown in the nondimensional
plot of figure 24. On the basis of this figure the following
empirical fornula was established:

Geff
—=(l- N)e-N( ~/~ Cr) + N (12)
Go

n where

17
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N = 0.0275[(2nr/d) +1] (12a)

The curves represented by this formula are plotted in figure
26 for the cases of 6, 8, 12, and 16 stringers.

The formula was developed from data obtained from tests
carried out in the following approximate range of the param-
eters:

o<g/C~r<12

1 C r/d<f!.5

Equation (12) should be used with caution when the parameters
are outside of this range.

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, l?. Y., August, 1946.
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A~PENDIX

A small error Was introduced In the calculations when
the sheet covering alone was assumed to resist torsion. !l%e
order of magnitude of this error will now be determined.

The ,geometric factor C in the torsional rigidity GO
of a thin-walled circular cylinder is given by

In the case of cylinder 10

0 = 75 in.4

The geometric factor C in the torsional rididity GC
of a solid square section of edge length a is

c = 0.14 a4

For a stringer of 3/8 in. square section

c = 0.00277 in. 4

For 16 stringers 16 X 0.00277 = 0.0443 in.4, which iS about
0.06 percent of the value of C for the sheet alone.

‘#hen the monocoque is twisted, the stringers are bent as
well as twisted. A rough calculati~n Qf the increase in the
torsional xigidity of cylinder 10 because of the bending of
the stringers can be carried out as follows:

In the case of a rotation of 0.01 radian the relative
tangential displacement of the two end points of a stringer
IS 0.1 in. If the ends of the stringer are assumed to be
rigidly fixed to the end rings, the force Q needed to cause
such a displacement is (12 EI/L3) X 0.1 lb. With

I = 0.00165 in.4

,

.

●

✎

b
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● a= 0.77 lb.

The torque T1. caused by the forces Q acting upon all the

16 stringers is

Tz = 123 in.-lb.

On the other hand, if the sheet alone is taken into ac-
count , the torque T2 necessary to twist cylinder 10 is

T2 = (GC/L) .X0.01 = 95,000 in.-l%.

Consequently TI is only about 0.1 percent of T2.

Yinally, the compression load bar had also to be. twisted
in all the tests of cylinders 7, 8, and 10. Factor C for a
solid circular section is equal to the polar moment of inertia.
Since the diameter D of the load bar was 1,25 in. ,

.
c =

1P = (TT/32)D4 = 0.239 f.n,4

This amounts to about 0.3 percent of the value of C
. found for the thin-walled cylinder. The percentage so ob-

tained should he multiplied, however, by approximately 3
since the compression load bar is of steel, while the cylin-
der is of aluminum alloy.

In conclusion, it may be stated that the eimple formula
used in this report for the calculation of the effective
shear modulus is accurate enough for practical purposes.

.
.

.
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Figure 2.. Details of torsion loading apparatus for final
series of tests. The links for the application of

the torque are shown attaohed to the loading frame. The two
lower links me connected to the bottom steel ring. One half
of the middle steel ring lies on the left. Portions of the
sheet covering and stringers are shown attaohed to each steel
ring by means of grip fittings. Two of eaoh type of grip
fittings are in the foreground, in the following order from
left to right: stringer grip fittings for middle and e;d
rings, sheet grip fittings for end and middle rtngs,
respectively.
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Figure 3.- Cylinder 29 under load. P = 20,000 lb.
.
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Figure 6.- Torque application for cylinders 7, 8, and 10 of
the preliminmy series Of tests.
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11’igur,e7.- Test set-up for oylinder 15 of the Prelimin~y
series of testO.
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Fig. 25

Figure 25.- Cylinder 33 under 1o-. P = 23,000 lb.
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Figure ‘27. - Oylinder 27 after failure.
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Figure 28.- Oylinder 15 after failure.
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